Production and distribution of naphtha on the domestic market and
export (NRE)
Content: Naphtha production volumes on Russian large refineries, mini-refineries and gas processing plants. Naphtha
shipments from the refineries for the reporting period and year to date.
Products: Straight-run gasoline, stable natural gasoline, gasoline for the chemical industry, gas condensate distillate.
Data sources:





CDU TEK statistics on naphtha production on Russian large, mini-refineries and gas processing plants;
Naphtha railway shipment statistics;
Customs statistics;
Information gathered by Thomson Reuters KORTES.

The data shown in the report is preliminary analyzed and adjusted as far as the latest information is available.
The report structure:
The data on naphtha production and distribution is divided into: the group of products, the type of plant (refinery or gas
processing plant) and by destination of supplies - domestic market and export.
If there is no railway and customs statistics on naphtha shipments from the refinery, it is assumed that the whole volume
of naphtha was shipped to the domestic market.
If there is available railway and customs statistics on shipments of some volume of a specific product from the refinery,
but at the same time there is no production statistics in CDU TEK, it is assumed that the whole volume of naphtha
shipped from the refinery was produced at the same refinery.
The data for Russia as a whole is calculated as the sum of volumes of production and shipments by groups of products.
The data is presented for the each reporting month and year to date.
Dimension: Thousand tonnes.
Periodicity of issue: Monthly, no later than 40 days after the reporting month.
Issue form: The report is provided in the xlsx file.
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